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This research, aimed to investigate about the word diversity of the which 
cartoons directly affect the vocabulary of individuals and their availability in 
Turkish lessons. With this purpose, the researchers examined the first 25 
parts of the cartoon “My Dear Sister” which is aired on TRT Child Channel as 
an examining subject. To have more detailed information about the 
examining subject, the researchers used the document review model which 
is one of the qualitative research patterns. The data obtained in the research 
were analyzed via content analysis method. As a result of the research it is 
concluded that the cartoon includes many words about, phrases, proverbs, 
fruits, vegetables, art, sports, furniture, clothing-accessory, technology, 
music, animal names, geography and values given. And therefore the cartoon 
is very rich about the word dıversıty. It is considered by the families and the 
educators that, this cartoon can be an affective material for the vernacular 
education for the proper aged children. Besides it is observed that there are 
very suitable words and word groups for giving cultural education for these 
children and developing their imaginary worlds. It is observed that, this 
cartoon can be available as a material for Turkish lessons, particularly word 
trainings. According to these conclusions, there have been suggestions about 
the working area.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Media Tools and Their Place in Education  
 
With the developing technology, there are changes and 
conversions in people’s lives. These technological 
developments are not just about the development of adults 
or work life. They are also the developments which affect 
and direct the liands of the children. This affection and 
direction operations aimed at children are made via 
television generally. Because there is much more demand 
for television than the other media tools. It is a tool that can 
be used more effectively than the other media tools. 
Therefore it is important to use such an important 
communication device effectively in every phase of the life 
for every nation, because they make the effort to deliver 
their own language and culture both to their own citizens 

and other nations via the media tools. One of the tools of 
this effort is cartoon.  
 
Nowadays if we think that there is minimum one television in 
every house, the misusage of this tool will affect the 
development of the child negatively.  
 
In many families TV takes the place of babysitters and the 
families see no harm in leaving their children to these magic 
screens. Therefore “this electronic feeder gives its own codes 
and consumption culture to the child and shapes the world of 
the child easier (Bevillard,1998).”  “The programs, cartoons, 
animations and advertisements prepared for children are not 
only making them addicted, but also they make children a 
member of consumption society ( Yağlı, 2013).” 
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According to the result of a research conducted in Turkey, 
77% of children in Turkey are watching TV except during 
studying time. The rate of children allocating their time for 
playing games is only 11% (Mete, 1999: 41). With this 
situation the television has stolen the role of educators. 
Without parents’ notice, television programmers become 
effective in imposing their own world views to the children 
(Groombridge, 1976). According to researchers TV 
programs are the main bearer of the learning content 
(Postman, 1994: 166). According to the results of 
researches in Turkey children are watching cartoons the 
most (% 72) in TV programs (RTÜK, 2006; Ceylan and 
Bıçakçı, 2011). 
 
The appearance and the historical development of the 
cartoon, which is a kind of movies and used extensively in 
television, is instructiveness. In another saying, it is aimed to 
educate while entertaining. The educating while entertaining 
function comes from the personality given to the heroes by 
the producer. For example in 1930’s there was a campaign in 
USA as: “Mickey Mouse does not smoke, drink alcohol, cheat 
or lie…”; the cigarette of Lucky Luke which was used as a 
propaganda tool, has turned into a straw after 
understanding the harms of the cigarette. Therefore the 
people who watches does not desire cigarette and also Lucky 
Luke seems like he is in a universal campaign against 
cigarette  (Kongar, 1986).  
 
Cartoon is defined as: “motion picture made of the drawn 
pictures which come consecutively and determine the 
action of the characters about a subject” (TDK Turkish 
Dictionary, 2005). It is indicated that the cartoons are 
effective in teaching basic linguistic abilities to children, 
enriching the imaginary world of them, developing their 
esthetic pleasures, making them look in different angles, 
making more permanent what the children have learnt and 
providing them universal and national culture (Yağlı, 
2013). Because cartoons are the figurative tools which 
carry too much visuals in their bodies. Therefore the 
providing message is more important for children than the 
content of the message. One of the reasons of this is that the 
cartoon is an art branch which is a mixture of painting and 
literature, because the language is used as a symbol in both 
of these branches. Another reason of children adopting 
cartoons is that they can identify with the characters in 
cartoons easily ( Od, 2013). 

The subject about educating children by the cartoons on 
TV, teaching them linguistic abilities, developing their 
vocabulary and providing culture for them, have been 
topics for researches and it is indicated that cartoons are 
very effective education tools (Groombridge, 1976 ; Kaba 
1992; Postman, 1994; Atan 1995; Barrerave and Zugasti, 
2006; Seymenoğlu 2009; Bektaş and Şahin, 2011; 
Pembecioğlu, 2013; Bursalı, 2014). 

According to the result of a research made in Turkey in 
2008; “the daily words and information processed in mind 
are gained with the following rates: 41% television, 27% 
computer, 11% radio, 9% written  press  and  some of them  

 
 
 
 
are via phone, music and computer. As a result it is 
concluded that, 79% of the information processed in mind 
are gained via media tools.  (Report, 2009; Güney and 
Aytan, 2014). Thus we can see how effective the media 
tools are on developing the vocabulary of the individuals 
because children’s ability of separating the reality from 
imagination starts approximately from 3 years.  Around 5-6 
years they use the basic linguistic abilities and after 7-8 
years they start to use them more effectively (Hotyat,1972).  

It is very important for children to have rich vocabulary 
in little ages for teaching them basic linguistic abilities 
because pre-school period is important for children’s 
linguistic development. In this period preparing children a 
learning environment which supports their linguistic 
development and supporting this environment with audio 
and visual materials is very necessary as the first step of 
effective linguistic education because the ability that 
children have earned in this period will affect their 
subsequent learning (Senemoğlu, 2006). If the child grows 
in an effective environment about using the language (like 
the cartoons or child’s family and social environment) the 
child can have linguistic abilities in the highest levels and 
can be used in daily life.  (Yapıcı, 2004). 

The pre-school linguistic development of children is very 
important in the context of Turkish education. In this 
period, it is necessary for children to use and pronounce the 
words they learned properly and make their speeches 
carefully for the linguistic rules. The children caring about 
these in this period, becomes more successful in the school 
time. The children who did not learn these particulars can 
have problems like, lack of social adaptation, getting away 
from school, not having friends and not being able to make 
social environment because the personality development of 
the child is a total and it can be shaped with all of these 
factors. Therefore the pre-school period is important for 
the children because, in the pre-school period which the 
children start to talk their mother language, various 
material, games, child books, audio and visual tools are 
used for the linguistic development of the child (Tolğay, 
2011). A cartoon, which is a way of audio-visual tools, 
directly catches children’s fancy. Cartoons can be used in 
linguistic education because of being short and having 
exciting attention. Because of the cartoons, the children can 
hear new words and different voices about the language 
spoken around(Od, 2013). 

Using cartoons in the word and notion education can 
make us control the learning process of children and make 
the information more permanent (Bursalı and Ünal, 2015). 
The vocabulary of children can be developed by 
listening/watching and other linguistic approaches. The 
words that children used can be richer and permanent by 
this way (Baş, 2010).  

Because of the cartoons, children can learn the 
availability of language in communication and additionally 
can support language with the hand, face and body figures 
in communicating with people. Thus, the children can get 
used to daily speaking atmosphere and enrich their 
vocabulary by means of cartoons. The cartoons can increase  



 
 
 
 
the learning motivation of children because they appeal to 
seeing and hearing senses of the children. And therefore the 
learning atmosphere can be more effective, alive and 
colorful (Od, 2013). 

This effectiveness can arise from the reasons like 
following the usage of language in natural environment, 
hearing from different speakers and seeing the different 
mimics of the characters (Liou et al., 2003;  İşcan, 2011). 
The cartoons increase the motivation of the learner during 
the linguistic education and make it easier to teach words 
(Wesche and Paribacht, 1996; Shmidt, 2001;  İşcan, 2011). 
Because of the cartoons and the characters inside them, the 
words, proverbs and idioms can be taught to children 
easier. And also it is easier to make them know how and 
where to use them (Türkmen, 2012; Bektaş and Şahin, 
2011; Karakaş and Sarıçoban, 2011). 

The future of a society depends on the type of its children. 
Nowadays the cartoons which are particularly important 
for children can be identified as a part of education. The 
importance of cartoons is a known fact for developing the 
vocabulary of children. Therefore the usage of vocabulary 
in daily life can be diversified for children. This situation is 
mentioned in the researches made in this area and written 
above and the vocabulary of children can be developed by 
this way. For this reason, the cartoons must have the 
proper quality and quantity of vocabulary for the linguistic 
education of children. In the same time they must have the 
word dıversıty to address children with different new 
words and word groups.   

According to this situation researchers in the present 
study went around the cartoon called My Dear Sister and 
tried to handle the word diversity available in Turkish 
lessons. In this respect, this research article is important 
because it is one of the first researches about the 
mentioned cartoon. Besides it is thought that this cartoon 
can be moved into the education environment and can be a 
valuable resource for the upcoming researches.  
 
My Dear Sister Cartoon 
 
My dear sister can be defined as a cartoon that tells the 
relationships between two sisters Mine and Müge, their cat 
Mıncır and their mother and father. The producer of this 
cartoon tells that their aim is not to make children addicted 
but to educate them while entertaining. As we look at the 
characters, Müge generally wears a light blue dress and 
Mine wears a blue dress, father wears striped sweater and 
the mother wears green dress. This situation can depend on 
the place that the story takes place. For example when the 
father is making sports he wears the cloth suitable for that 
sport.   
 
 
METHOD  
 
Research Model  
 
This   research, aims  to  make   an   examination about  the 
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dıversıty of words used in the cartoons which are members 
of the factors directly affecting the vocabulary of the 
individuals, and the availability of them in the Turkish 
lesson. From this point of view researchers used the 
document review model which is one of the qualitative 
research designs. "Document review includes the analysis 
of the written material about a fact or facts which are aimed 
to examine” (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2013). This document 
review can also be used for examining the audio and visual 
material. Audio and visual material can be more 
advantageous for the researchers than the written material. 
One of these advantages is, the gestures and facial 
expressions can be considered in the research. Another 
advantage is to be able to watch the same action or 
behavior again and again. Another important advantage is 
to determine the non-repeatable action and facts and 
therefore other researchers may be able to use this 
determination   (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2011). 
 
Research’s Examination Subjects  
 
First 25 episodes of “My Dear Sister” cartoon aired on TRT 
Child Channel are handled as research’s examination 
subject. It is observed that the cartoon has not been 
examined by the researchers according to the word 
dıversıty. And this became a reason for handling the 
cartoon as an examination subject.  
 
Data Collection 
 
The documents of research consist of first 25 episodes of 
the cartoon called “My Dear Sister”. These episodes are 
thought to be enough for the research. In the data collecting 
period, first of all, the first 25 episodes of the cartoon are 
downloaded from the internet. After that a content 
assessment form is prepared according to the cartoon being 
investigated. While preparing the content assessment form, 
body of literature was examined, similar studies were 
reviewed, consultation was made with the specialists and 
the content assessment form was prepared by the 
researchers. From this point on, the films were examined 
by five episodes each time. Three researchers watched the 
relevant episodes separately from each other and shared 
information after that. During the analysis of the data, the 
researchers commonized the data they have collected.  
 
Data Analysis 
 
The data collected in the research was analyzed by the 
content analysis method. The main purpose in the content 
analysis is to reach the concepts and themes which can 
explain the collected data in the most proper way. Content 
analysis defines and conceptualizes the collected data, 
assorting the data reasonably according to the concepts and 
determining the themes and codes explaining these data 
(Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2011). The data collected was 
examined by the researchers. In the research “Word 
Diversity” is the main theme; and the headlines like, object  
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names, place names, food-beverage, clothing, stationery 
equipment, terms, notions, proverbs, stereotype words and 
the words defining value are defined as the sub-themes. 
Words Tables 1 can be examples for these sub-themes. The 
sampled words or word groups are given and the episode 
that they were used, were determined. Additionally the 
time which these word groups used in the episode is carded 
as minute and seconds. With this way the validity and 
reliability of the research was aimed to be increased. After 
that, the carded works are written on the tables and then 
the researchers tried to make the necessary comments. 
While commenting on the tables, researchers used the 
frequency analysis method. Frequency analysis method is 
assessing the data collected numerically. With the 
frequency analysis, researchers can make classification 
based upon frequency and comment about the importance 
and affection of the data.    (Tavşancıl and Aslan, 2001). 
Digitizing the qualitative data increases the reliability of the 
data and reduces the bias. Therefore the possibility of 
comparison between these data arises (Yıldırım and 
Şimşek, 2011).  
 
 
FINDINGS 
 
According to the result of the analysis of the data received, 
the findings below were obtained: 

As the result of the analysis, the word diversity of the first 
five episodes are indicated in Table 1 : 

When we examine Table 1, there are 4 objects, 4 
furniture, 8 phrase, 5 stationery, 2 foods, 3 clothing-
accessories, 3 occupation, 3 maths, 6 animal name, 1 
timekeeper, 3 terms, 1 cinema, 1 art, 3 literature, 1 game, 2 
medical, 2 plant, 1 fruit, 2 spice, 1 proverb, 1 astronomy, 1 
value and 3 slogan names are seen in the first 5 episodes of 
the cartoon called My Dear Sister. Between 1st and 5th 
episodes phrases and animal names are used more than the 
others. Also we can see that there are too many 
conversations about school because there are too much 
phrases about school material and lessons. Besides the 
occupation names were used too much in these episodes. 
When we examine about the word diversity, we can say 
that the episodes are enough about diversity. Therefore we 
can maintain that these episodes can be easily used as a 
lesson material while teaching vocabulary to the children.  

The word diversity samples between 6th and 10th 
episodes of the cartoon called My Dear Sister are written 
Table 2: 

When we examine entities in Table 2, there are 3 tools, 2 
element, 1 measure of length, 2 cloth-accessories, 5 
literature, 1 tree, 2 illumination, 3 electrical device, 7 
animal names, 6 music, 4 food, 1 geography, 1 astronomy, 1 
construction material, 6 slogans, 1 proverb, 1 furniture, 3 
values, 1 phrase, 1 color, 1 toy, 1 organ name, 1 occupation 
name and 1 cleaning material name were used in the 
episodes between 5 and 10.   In these episodes we can see 
music tools, animal names and slogans are at the forefront. 
Thus,   we   can    use   these   episodes   for  developing   the  

 
 
 
 
vocabulary in general and teaching the slogans and making 
the children love the music in particular.  

The word diversity samples between 11th and 15th 
episodes of the cartoon are written in Table 3: 

When we examined Table 3, we can see that there are 6 
slogans, 2 astronomy, 2 films, 2 color, 11 occupation name, 
2 vehicle, 2 food, 11 geography, 15 animal name, 1 tool, 3 
sport, 1 television, 7 values, 2 cloth-accessories, 6 
agriculture, 7 phrases, 2 goods, 4 plants, 1 game, 1 race, 1 
communication, 1 place, 1 toy, 2 stationery, 4 vegetables 
and 1 electronic device names were used in the episodes 
between 10 and 15. In these episodes of the cartoon, it is 
observed that the words about agriculture, food, phrases 
and values were used more than the others. Thus we can 
use these episodes to develop vocabulary and to transfer 
the values of the words and also to teach the terms to the 
children. 

The word diversity samples between 15th and 20th 
episodes of the cartoon are written in Table 4: 

When we examine Table 4, there are 3 electronic, 2 game, 
3 cloth-accessories, 3 color, 4 settlement, 2 sports, 5 
phrases, 1 age, 3 goods, 4 vehicle, 4 animal, 3 tool, 4 food, 3 
slogan, 1 medical, 1 fruit, 2 vegetable and 1 astronomy 
words have been used in the episodes between the 
episodes 15 and 20.  In these episodes the phrases were 
used more than the others. Besides, the information about 
the caves and camps shows us that, these episodes 
generally take place outside.  And they give the children 
information of living outside the home. Therefore we can 
comment that these episodes are proper for education with 
the rich diversity of the words used.  

The word diversity samples between 20th and 25th 
episodes of the cartoon are written in Table 5: 

When we examine Table 5, there are 3 vehicle, 4 phrase, 6 
geography, 6 sport, 4 occupation, 2 good, 3 value, 1 game, 1 
settlement, 7 animal, 5 color, 1 food, 1 furniture, 1 art and 1 
fruit words have been used in the episodes between 20 and 
25 of the cartoon. Like in the other episodes, these episodes 
include many animal names, geographic terms and sport 
terms. These episodes are also rich for the word diversity 
and they can be used as a learning material for the relevant 
areas.  
 
Conclusion, Discussion and Recommendations 
 
It is observed that word diversity in the first 25 episodes of 
the cartoon called My Dear Sister is very rich. In these 
episodes there were many words used like phrases, 
proverbs, fruits, vegetables, art, sports, furniture, clothing 
and accessories, technology, music, animal names, 
geographical terms and words which specify values. The 
examined cartoon seems to be rich in word diversity and 
that gave us the conclusion that they can be used in Turkish 
lessons particularly in vocabulary education because; “The 
students first store the new words in the short-term 
memory; and if they use again, they store these words 
permanently” (Göçer, 2009). Therefore the learners will 
have knowledge   about   when and where to use the words,  
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Table 1. word diversity examples in the first 5 episode of the Cartoon called “My Dear Sister”  

 
Sub theme Sample word or word group Episode no time(min. sec) 
Object  Clock 1.    Episode 2:47 
Object  Rope 2.    Episode 3:22 
Object  Pillow 4.    Episode 8:16 
Object  Key 5.    Episode 6:28 
Furniture  Table 1.   Episode 1:25 
Furniture  Armchair 2.   Episode 1:10 
Furniture  Bookshelf 2.    Episode 6:18 
Furniture  Bed 4.   Episode 2:10 
Phrase To be fascinated by 1.  Episode 1:53 
Phrase To be proud of 1.  Episode 5:11 
Phrase To get in the mood 1.  Episode 5:16 
Phrase To like 2.   Episode 9:30 
Phrase To get weak 3.   Episode 2:01 
Phrase To admire 3.   Episode 5:44 
Phrase To confuse 4.   Episode 5:26 
Phrase To make joke 5.   Episode 6:38 
Stationery Carton 1.   Episode 3:38 
Stationery Lath 1.   Episode 3:39 
Stationery Color pen 1.   Episode 3:41 
Stationery Paper 1.   Episode 3:43 
Stationery Book 2.   Episode 0:58 
Food-beverage Spagetti 1.   Episode 3:45 
Food-beverage Milk 4.    Episode 8:39 
Clothing-accesory Button 1.   Episode 3:40 
Clothing-accesory Ribbon 2.    Episode 1:02 
Clothing-accesory Necklace 5.    Episode 3:56 
Occupation Teacher 1.   Episode 6:09 
Occupation Doctor 3.    Episode 1:24 
Occupation Police 4.    Episode 4:00 
Maths  Circle 1.    Episode 4:19 
Maths Number 1.    Episode 4:40 
Maths Triangle 1.    Episode 5:20 
Animal name  Cat 2.    Episode 0:52 
Animal name Chichken 2.    Episode 4:02 
Animal name Chick 2.    Episode 4:11 
Animal name Owl 2.    Episode 6:47 
Animal name Giraffe 3.    Episode 8:03 
Animal name Dog 4.    Episode 5:08 
Timekeeper                   Hour and Minute hand 1.    Episode 5:09 
Term Weekend 1.    Episode 5:29 
Term Winter 3.    Episode 8:05 
Term Summer 3.    Episode 8:54 
Cinema Film 1.    Episode 1:43 
Art Portrait 1.    Episode 6:24 
Literature Fairy Tale 2.    Episode 0:37 
Literature Tale 2.    Episode 4:37 
Literature Poem 5.   Episode 0:42 
Game Chess 2.    Episode 7:43 
Medical  Vitamin 3.    Episode 1:26 
Medical Germ 3.    Episode 2:02 
Ring Circus 3.    Episode 1:36 
Plant   Mint 3.    Episode 5:54 
Plant   Eastern Hollyhock 3.    Episode 6:24 
Fruit Lemon 3.    Episode 6:12 
Spice Ginger 3.    Episode 6:19 
Spice  Cinnamon 3.    Episode 8:31 
Proverb  One swallow does not make a summer 3.    Episode 7:52 
Astronomy Space 4.    Episode 3:10 
Value  Responsibility 4.    Episode 7:00 
Slogan                                    To thank 5.    Episode 3:32 
Slogan                                    Welcome 5.    Episode 3:39 
Slogan                                    Well done 5.    Episode 9:19 

 
 
 
phrases and terms before the lessons, and they keep many 
words in their vocabulary during the education period of 

basic linguistic abilities. “The vocabulary has an important 
place    in    the    factors    which affect the word attack skills  
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Tablo 2: The word diversity samples between 6th and 10th episodes of the cartoon called My Dear Sister 
 

Sub-theme Sample word or word group Episode no time(min. sec) 
Tool  Bell 6. Episode 1:35 
Tool  Remote control 7.episode 1:29 
Tool  Scissors 7.episode 4:54 
Element Silver 6. Episode 3:10 
Element Gold 6. Episode 3:13 
Measure of length                       Centimeter 6. Episode 4:16 
Cloth- accesory                      Cloth 6. Episode 4:41 
Cloth- accesory                      Ribbon 8. Episode 5:34 
Literature Giant 6. Episode 6:27 
Literature Joke 7. Episode 3:13 
Literature Riddle 7. Episode 4:16 
Literature Snow white 10. episode 4:41 
Literature Puss in boots 10. episode 5:34 
Tree Tree 6. Episode 6:27 
Illumination Electric 7. Episode 3:27 
Illumination Candle 7. Episode 6:30 
Electric tool Television 7. Episode 2:39 
Electric tool Computer 7. Episode 2:51 
Electric tool Refrigerator 7. Episode 6:33 
Animal name                                   Rabbit 7. Episode 0:38 
Animal name                                   Glowfly 7. Episode 2:05 
Animal name                                   Mosquito 8. Episode 4:48 
Animal name                                   Elephant 8. Episode 4:58 
Animal name                                   Fish 8. Episode 5:35 
Animal name                                   Wolf 10. Episode 4:57 
Animal name                                   Chicken 10. Episode 5:30 
Music Singer 7. Episode 5:05 
Music Vocal 9. Episode 7:24 
Music Solist 9. Episode 7:25 
Music Microphone 9. Episode 7:26 
Music Drum 9. Episode 7:41 
Music Bass  guitar 9. Episode 7:42 
Food Sugar 7. Episode 6:51 
Food Leek 9. Episode 4:23 
Food Carrot 9. Episode 4:47 
Food chocolate 10.  Episode 5:28 
Geography Snow 7. Episode 7:36 
Astronomy Star 7. Episode 8:18 
Cons. material.                       Sand 8. Episode 1:06 
Slogan Welcome 8. Episode 1:55 
Slogan Thank you 8. Episode 8:14 
Slogan Happy end 8. Episode 8:19 
Slogan Good apetite 8. Episode 8:20 
Slogan I don’t care 9. Episode 1:11 
Slogan Who knows 10.  Episode 1:47 
Proverb   What’s been done can’t be undone 8. Episode 1:18 
Furniture Dinner table 8. Episode 7:30 
Value Don’t pour the water unnecessarily  (prevent wastage) 8. Episode 7:56 
Value I can help you     (helpfulness) 10.  Episode 4:45 
Value responsibility 10.  Episode 8:36 
Phrase Get bored 9. Episode 4:18 
Color Red 9. Episode 5:34 
Toy  Ball with the bell 9. Episode 7:20 
Organ  name Stomach 10. Episode 5:05 
Occupation                          Cook 10. Episode 5:37 
Cleaning materials                  Detergent 10. Episode 7:24 

 
 
 
which are the members of written and verbal 
communication. The effective usage of word attack skills 
depends on the vocabulary” (Karatay, 2007). 

If the vocabulary of a child is rich, that child becomes 
much more successful on linguistic education and in using 
the language. Because of that, the cartoons which the 
children watch on pre-school or school period must be in 

good quality. Parents and teachers must be careful about 
this subject and guide the children to watch this cartoon 
because “until 5 years, the child completes the 2/3 of 
his/her linguistic development. Therefore a five year old 
child has a vocabulary of 2.000 words” (Kol, 2011). In this 
development the cartoons have so important place. The 
examined cartoon   was    not only rich about word diversity  
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Table 3. The word diversity samples between 11th and 15th episodes of the cartoon called My Dear Sister 
 

Sub-theme Sample word or word group Episode no time(min. sec) 
Slogan  God bless your hands 11. Episode 0:53 
Slogan  Good bye 11. Episode 5:27 
Slogan  Come on 12. Episode 0:43 
Slogan  Shame on you 12. Episode 5:24 
Slogan  Who knows 13. Episode 4:42 
Slogan  Is it possible? 13. Episode 6:10 
Astronomy Astronaut 11. Episode 1:49 
Astronomy Space 11. Episode 2:40 
Fruit  Apple 11. Episode 2:33 
Fruit  Tomato 15. Episode 2:54 
Color  Green 11. Episode 3:02 
Color  Pink 14. Episode 4:20 
Occupation                               Teacher 11. Episode 3:11 
Occupation                               Fisherman 11. Episode 3:31 
Occupation                               Candyfloss seller 11. Episode 4:38 
Occupation                               Fireman 11. Episode 5:30 
Occupation                               Pilot 11. Episode 5:41 
Occupation                               Skin diver 11. Episode 7:20 
Occupation                               Hairdresser 12. Episode 1:06 
Occupation                               Fashioner 12. Episode 1:24 
Occupation                               Farmer 15. Episode 0:41 
Occupation                               Engineer 15. Episode 3:41 
Occupation                               Grocer 15. Episode 0:41 
Vehicle  Boat 11. Episode 3:41 
Food Candyfloss 11. Episode 5:45 
Food Cake 15. Episode 4:37 
Geography Poles 11. Episode 5:58 
Geography Earth 12. Episode 0:44 
Geography Sea 12. Episode 3:36 
Geography Africa 12. Episode 3:44 
Geography Continent 12. Episode 3:47 
Geography America 12. Episode 5:56 
Geography Island 12. Episode 8:27 
Geography Australia 12. Episode 8:28 
Geography Cloud 14. Episode 1:31 
Geography Wind 14. Episode 1:35 
Geography Rainbow 14. Episode 6:11 
Animal name                               Penguin 11.episode 6:00 
Animal name                               Tiger 11.episode 9:10 
Animal name                               Lion 12. Episode 3:52 
Animal name                               Elephant 12. Episode 3:53 
Animal name                               Monkey 12. Episode 3:55 
Animal name                               Giraffe 12. Episode 3:56 
Animal name                               Hippopotamus 12. Episode 3:58 
Animal name                               Kangaroo 12. Episode 8:34 
Animal name                               Fly 13. Episode 1:23 
Animal name                               Seal 13. Episode 5:03 
Animal name                               Parrot 13. Episode 7:31 
Animal name                               Polar bear 13. Episode 7:53 
Animal name                               Bird 14. Episode 2:17 
Animal name                               Bee 14. Episode 3:24 
Animal name                               Butterfly 14. Episode 9:33 
Tool  Compass 11. Episode 6:04 
Sport   Athlete 11. Episode 6:42 
Sport  Swimming 11. Episode 8:07 
Sport   Tennis ball 15.episode 8:10 
Television Documentary 11. Episode 7:06 
Value  Brushing teeth(cleaning) 11. Episode 8:41 
Value  Don’t pour the water unnecessarily    (prevent wastage) 12. Episode 9:45 
Value  Don’t use electricity unnecessarily (prevent wastage) 12. Episode 9:48 
Value  Protect forests and animals  (nature love ) 12. Episode 9:52 
Value  Every animal must live in their own habitat (respect for life) 13. Episode 8:16 

Value  
It is not right to leave the animals from their house. What would you do if 

they did to you Mine? (empathy) 
13. Episode 8:35 

Value  The taste of tomato collected from the branch is more beautiful(working) 15. Episode 1:26 
Cloth- accesory                               Hat 12. Episode 1:26 
Cloth-accesory                               Watch 15. Episode 9:38 
Agriculture  Soil 12. Episode 3:41 
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Agriculture  Plowing the land 15. Episode 1:38 
Agriculture  Spade 15. Episode 1:49 
Agriculture  Field 15. Episode 3:21 
Agriculture  Seed 15. Episode 3:26 
Agriculture  Seedling 15. Episode 3:51 
Phrase     Does not need to say a second word 12. Episode 10:00 
Phrase     Destroy 13. Episode 2:14 
Phrase     The last straw 13. Episode 3:22 
Phrase     Cultivate 15. Episode 0:55 
Phrase     Pure and simple 15. Episode 6:22 
Phrase     Be beyond one’s ken 15. Episode 6:25 
Phrase     Leave someone alone with… 15. Episode 6:34 
Good  Baby’s bottle 13. Episode 4:00 
Good  Vase 13. Episode 9:16 
Plant  Herb 13. Episode 4:43 
Plant  Mint 15. Episode 3:12 
Plant  Pepperweed 15. Episode 3:13 
Plant  Parsley 15. Episode 3:11 
Game  All yee all yee outs in free 11. Episode 2:31 
Race  Indian 12. Episode 6:07 
Communication  Communicating through smoke signal 12. Episode 6:14 
Place  Zoo 13. Episode 1:33 
Toy  Kite 14. Episode 0:23 
Stationery  Glue 14. Episode 0:58 
Stationery  Fancy paper 14. Episode 1:00 
Vegetable  Peper 15. Episode 2:52 
Vegetable  Bean 15. Episode 2:53 
Vegetable  Cucumber 15. Episode 2:55 
Vegetable  Eggplant 15. Episode 3:06 
Electronic device Cell phone 15. Episode 9:07 

 
 

Table 4. The word diversity samples between 15th and 20th episodes of the cartoon called My Dear Sister 
 

Sub-theme Sample word or word group Episode no time(min. sec) 

Electronic item  Computer 16. Episode 0:40 
Electronic item  Robot 20.Episode 0:40 
Electronic item  Food processor 20. Episode 1:42 
Game    Playing at families 16. Episode 1:43 
Game    Rope jumping 17. Episode 10:04 
Cloth-accessory                              Jeans 16. Episode 2:04 
Cloth-accessory                              T-shirt 16. Episode 2:11 
Cloth-accessory                              Shoes 18. Episode 3:02 
Color  Yellow 16. Episode 2:18 
Color  Orange 16. Episode 2:29 
Color  White 16. Episode 2:45 
Settlement                                 Castle 16. Episode 4:26 
Settlement                                 Camp 17. Episode 0:36 
Settlement                                 Tent 17. Episode 1:03 
Settlement                                 Cave 17. Episode 1:45 
Sport  Scout 17. Episode 0:21 
Sport  Skiing 19. Episode 7:24 
Phrase   (for arms) to be exhausted 17. Episode 0:44 
Phrase   To get a handle on 18. Episode 4:26 
Phrase   Fend for oneself 18. Episode 9:07 
Phrase   Frighten somebody to death 19. Episode 1:31 
Phrase   Have eye on 19. Episode 8:15 
Age   Stone age 17. Episode 2:07 
Good   Wheel 17. Episode 2:48 
Good   Umbrella 18. Episode 9:35 
Good   Blanket 19. Episode 4:34 
Vehicle    Skateboard 17. Episode 3:53 
Vehicle    Elevator 17. Episode 9:38 
Vehicle    Car 18. Episode 6:14 
Vehicle    Yatch 20. Episode 3:37 
Animal  Fish 17. Episode 5:16 
Vehicle    Ant 18. Episode 5:43 
Vehicle    Squirrel 19. Episode 6:14 
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Vehicle    Mole 19. Episode 6:15 
Tool  Fishing rod 17. Episode 5:42 
Tool  Magnifying glass 18. Episode 5:11 
Tool  Knife 20. Episode 1:27 
Food  Cookie 18. Episode 1:08 
Food  Green pea 18. Episode 2:17 
Food  Pizza 20. Episode 2:33 
Food  Pasta 20. Episode 2:38 
Slogan                           Good morning 19. Episode 0:52 
Slogan                           Hooray 19. Episode 0:59 
Slogan                           Bless you 19. Episode 4:54 
Medical   Flu 19. Episode 4:41 
Fruit   Apple 20. Episode 5:50 
Vegetable    Onion 20. Episode 8:49 
Vegetable    Potato 20. Episode 8:50 

 
 
 
but also it was using cultural factors frequently. And also 
the statements related with the emotional and imaginary 
worlds of children were used properly and frequently. 
From this conclusion forth, it shows that this cartoon can be 
usable in the linguistic education of the children. Because 
the children use the vocabulary they know while they are 
communicating. For this reason the cartoons must have the 
quality of developing the vocabulary of children. If the 
cartoons are rich about vocabulary, the word attack skills of 
the children develop proportionally. (Ayan and Baş, 2015). 

Another important conclusion of the research is that; the 
cartoon called My Dear Sister used animal names and 
geographical terms. This gives the children opportunity of 
knowing their environment and understanding the cultural 
values of the relevant areas. Also it is concluded that; there 
were many values like, respect, animal love, working, 
preventing wastage and cleanliness used in the cartoons. 
The lessons aimed to teach the children were given by 
materializing the imaginary world of Mine and made the 
children understand these concepts easier. And this shows 
us that this cartoon can be used for teaching vocabulary 
and the culturel values related to these words and concepts. 
Because even the children don’t understand the process, 
they are on the way to complete their linguistic 
development. “As we accept that learning the usage of 
language and its grace masterfully seems before 5 and 10 
years old, most of the children earns their basic linguistics 
around 5-6 years old” (Yapıcı, 2004). Therefore the 
cartoons must be suitable for using the language effectively 
and properly. 

Yağlı (2013: 718) wrote the effect of cartoons in the 
development of a child in the conclusion of the research 
called "the role of cartoons in child education and social 
development: Caillou and Pepe samples": It contributes to 
children’s early age learning and realization. It does not only 
develop the senses and ideas but also it develops the esthetics 
of the child. It enlarges their point of view and contributes 
them to learn universal and national values while 
entertaining. It develops their linguistic and cognitive 
abilities and directs them to make comparison. It provides 

the children to learn by imitating positive behavior like 
helpfulness. By the audio and visual ways of the cartoons, the 
children can learn more effectively. In addition to this, quick 
reading habit can be given to children by adapting the 
cartoon heroes into comic books. 

It is observed that the subjects written above matches 
research results. The cartoon examined is at the quality of 
enriching the imaginary world of children, developing their 
linguistic abilities and and socializing them because if the 
media tools like TV, radio, Internet etc. have high quality 
contents, they affect so positively for the development of 
the children (Baş, 2010). 

It is observed that the cartoon called My Dear Sister has 
negative sides as well as it has positive sides. One of these 
negative sides is that, the father gets into many works and 
even he says that he is experienced in these subjects, he 
fails in all of them. This can cause a trust problem for 
children of that age against their parents. In another 
example, there is a problem of jealousy between Muge and 
Mine because of the competition. In the first episode of the 
series, little sister repeats the race when she lost against 
her older sister. In another episode little sister tries to grow 
longer because she is not at the same height as her older 
sister. These examples show us the competition has 
reached the jealousy level. In another episode Mine was 
even jealous about the present bought to their cat Mincir. 
Even these events have ended happily; we can say that 
these examples are not good examples for real life. 
According to these conclusions, it is considered that the 
cartoon called My Dear Sister can contribute the children’s 
education, making them use their imaginary and know 
themselves and their environment.   

This cartoon can be used as a teaching material for every 
educators especially for Turkish teachers. Therefore the 
nonphysical subjects are materialized and the lessons 
become more effective and enjoyable. Also the families can 
give the linguistic abilities, cultural elements and slogans by 
using this cartoon. In this way children can watch TV as a 
leisure activity and also earn abilities about using the 
language. Families and educators should direct children to  
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Table 5. The word diversity samples between 20th and 25th episodes of the cartoon called My Dear Sister  
 

Sub-theme Sample word or word group Episode no time(min. sec) 
Vehicle  Cart 21. Episode 2:45 
Vehicle  Submarine 24. Episode 5:08 
Vehicle  Ship 24. Episode 5:15 
Phrase  Feel dizzy 22. Episode 0:52 
Phrase  To have a feast 24. Episode 10:58 
Phrase  To fend for oneself 25. Episode 7:09 
Phrase  To concentrate 23. Episode 3:01 
Geography  Sun 22. Episode 2:08 
Geography  Beach 22. Episode 3:29 
Geography  Lake 22. Episode 8:09 
Geography  River 22. Episode 8:10 
Geography  Sea 22. Episode 8:11 
Geography  Vaporization 22. Episode 8:14 
Sport Olympics 23. Episode 0:39 
Sport Kung fu 23. Episode 2:35 
Sport Karate player 23. Episode 3:50 
Sport Basketball 23. Episode 6:10 
Sport Weightlifting 23. Episode 6:19 
Sport Trainer 23. Episode 7:56 
Occupation  Lawyer 23. Episode 8:08 
Occupation  Artist 25. Episode 0:08 
Occupation  Ballerina 25. Episode 3:48 
Occupation  Model 25. Episode 5:40 
Good     Teapot 22. Episode 8:17 
Good     Oxygen tube 24. Episode 4:38 
Value  Let’s make sport and live healthy (healthy life) 23.  Episode 1:35 
Value  (sea creatures) we must protect these beauties  (nature love) 24.  Episode 9:14 
Value  Family love 25.  Episode 8:04 
Game   Hide and seek 23.  Episode 9:32 
Settlement                   Tower 24. Episode 1:22 
Animal name  Crab 24. Episode 2:13 
Animal name  Dolphin 24. Episode 3:05 
Animal name  Seahorse 24. Episode 6:16 
Animal name  Shark 24. Episode 7:09 
Animal name  Oyster 24. Episode 8:40 
Animal name  Sea star 24. Episode 9:19 
Animal name  Elephant 25. Episode 1:35 
Tool   Saw 24. Episode 7:26 
Color    Pink 25. Episode 1:34 
Color    Blue 25. Episode 3:11 
Color    Grey 25. Episode 3:12 
Color    Green 25. Episode 3:16 
Color    White 25. Episode 3:20 
Food   Honey 25. Episode 5:04 
Furniture   Stool 25. Episode 6:15 
Art   Esthetic 25. Episode 6:40 
Fruit   strawberry 25. Episode 7:23 

 
 
 
watch more proper cartoons instead of forbidding them to 
watch cartoons. This is both teachers’ and parents’ duty as 
they are the educators of the children. When this duty is 
carried out, television’s negative effects can be prevented. 
Therefore TV can be advantageous to education instead of 
being harmful. As a result, it is seen that, except a few 
negative situation written above, the examined episodes 
can  be  used  as an education material for teaching possible 

word attack skills with the rich word diversity.  
In the other researches within this field, it is told that the 

cartoons are helpful for education. While talking about the 
profits of the cartoons, it is also said that they can be 
harmful if they are not brought under control. Another 
common ground is that, the families and the educators must 
be sensitive about this matter. Besides it is also emphasized 
that,   the   institutions    inspecting    telecasts   must  have a  



 
 
 
 
serious inspecting mechanism. Everybody must be careful 
about these matters and the proper cartoon must be 
provided to children. The proper studies must be done to 
make cartoons suitable for culturel transfer, linguistic 
education and several ways of education (Ağaç and 
Harmankaya, 2009; Seymenoğlu, 2009; Yaşar and Paksoy, 
2011; Oğuz, 2011; Ülken, 2011; Bektaş and Şahin, 2011; 
Karakaş and Sarıçoban, 2011; Pembecioğlu, 2013; Bursalı, 
2014; Taş Alicenap, 2015). These studies can make 
everything easier for families and educators. According to 
these results the suggestions written below can be 
followed: 

 1- The use of the cartoons in educational environment, 
the educational environment gains many new materials. 
Especially Turkish educators can use cartoons during the 
linguistic education. 

2- The cartoons must be subject for several researches 
for both linguistic education and culture transfer. Especially 
Turkish made cartoons are very important about language 
and culture transfer. Hence, Turkish made cartoons must be 
a field of study for examining everytime. 

3- As the cartoons are so much effective on children, the 
linguists and educators must inspect these cartoons tightly. 
Otherwise the cartoon may cause harmful results which are 
hard to recover. 

4- The cartoons must be examined by the Turkish 
educators, the academicians and students studying 
linguistic and the results must be shared with everybody.  
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